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Why does the FC do this ?

Because we are wonderful!

• MCPFE

• UK Forestry Standard

• UKWAS



What we see today

Can you spot all ten historic environment features? Can you rank them in order of importance?

Historic Environment 
Planning Guidance



JUST A PILE OF STONES

• Often the only evidence about past societies

• Important part of national identity

• Useful educational and recreation resource

• An entry point to multi-benefit forestry



Woodland: just a bunch of trees!!!

• Historical record

• Past people lived

• Utilising resources

• Events and association

HISTORY

“Of the Woods…….

• Banks and enclosures

• Charcoal Hearths

• Bloomeries

• Veteran trees

• Pasture 

and the land they occupy”

• Settlement

• Field systems

• Burial Sites

• Pottery Kilns

•Fortifications



INFORMATION SOURCES

• Stock Map data

• RCAHMS

• SAM 

• SMR

• FC staff



Data from old aerial photographs

Historical Maps



SALCEY FOREST, Northamptonshire
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Points
Small sites
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Small Scale

Large Scale



Veteran Tree Recording



Laser Saturation

LiDAR AND 
WOODLAND



First return data from the 
LiDAR (from the canopy)
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initial processing (vegetation 
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Category A: national importance

Late Neolithic ‘four poster’ stone circle, Arran

Categorising the Historic Environment 

In consultation with Historic Scotland and/or the FCS 
Archaeologist, mark out and avoid, affording an appropriate 
buffer zone during operations.

Protect and 
undertake 
conservation 
management works.

Indicate on all 
constraints mapping.

National Importance (Scheduled 
Monuments and Listed Buildings)

During forestry management, harvesting and FCE operationsActionValue

SM polygons 
available on FCS 
Browser

Category C: local importance

Categorising the Historic Environment 

Mark out if necessary (or possible) and avoid unnecessary 
damage. If necessary for forestry operations, linear landscape 
features (such as dykes) may be breached (although existing 
gaps should be used where possible).

Protect

Indicate on all 
constraints mapping.

Local Importance: all originally 
unroofed pre-20th century structures 
(sheep folds, dykes etc) as any 
surviving archaeological information is 
unlikely to be significant; and all 
possible sites with likely provenance 
(ie ‘possible hut circle’).

During forestry management, harvesting and FCE operationsActionValue

Careful harvesting ensured 
that the walls of this well built 
and extensive post-
Improvement period sheepfold 
in Glen Affric survived 
clearfelling operations.



Category D: other sites

Categorising the Historic Environment 

Avoid if possible. No action necessary
Indicate on all 
constraints mapping 
if deemed 
necessary.

Other sites: including findspots, 
unlocated sites (ie antiquarian 
records), previously destroyed sites 
(ie ‘site of cairn’) and possible sites of 
unknown type (ie ‘possible mound’).

During forestry management, harvesting and FCE operationsActionValue

Although the site of this 
mill pond survives, the 
lade linking it to its mill 
has been destroyed.

Forest management: 
conservation grazing

Aoneadh Mor, Morvern



Leitir Fura township: archaeological survey to evidence responsible access and presentation

Access and interpretation

…to WWII defences“The re-evaluation of the settlement and its landscape 
has revealed that, with careful management, sites 
such as this can be opened to the public without 
causing damage to either the archaeological or 
woodland environments” (Wildgoose, 2010).



What have we learned ?

• There are no rules 

• Each site on its merits

• Trees off forever not always the solution 

• Setting of the woodland in historic landscape 
context is important




